Powering Digital Health Innovation through Successful VC Funding

May 11, 2022 at 12p ET
Housekeeping

• **This session will be recorded**
  • Slides and recording will be available on DiMe’s webinar page after the session

• **Ask questions!**
  • ‘Raise your hand’ in the Reactions and the moderator will unmute you, or
  • **Type your question** in the chat box
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May 11, 2022 at 12p ET
Powering digital innovation through funding strategy

- Building and funding a PDT company is different
- Partnership models - for research, development and commercialization
- The path to reimbursement
- Why PDT's should lead the way on Value-based Care contract structures
- Current Market Turmoil and how to survive it
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Virtual Journal club

Recommendations for Defining and Reporting Adherence Measured by Biometric Monitoring Technologies

May 12th, 2022 11am ET
Driving Inclusion in Digital Health Measurement Product Development and Deployment
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DiMe proudly banks with Managing Director Anthony Cuadro, who specializes in startups, alternative investments, life sciences, and Medtech banking. Interested in doing business with FRB?

Contact Anthony at acuadro@firstrepublic.com to get started!